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About This Game

QLORB is a puzzle game designed to take the simplicity of games like tetris and deconstruct it into something familiar but
different. With QLORB, 2 sets of blocks must merge into 1 perfect block. In order for this to be accomplished the player must
clear away all of the blue blocks so the red blocks have room. Each level progressively increases in puzzle size and the puzzles
are also randomly created. With increasing size, randomly created puzzles, and multiple speeds QLORB offers hours of replay

ability and interesting puzzles to complete.

FEATURES
Randomly Created Puzzles

3 Speed Settings(Increases Difficulty)
Progressively Harder Levels

Simple Controls
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Publisher:
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500\u2500\u2500\u2500. Achievements.. You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an
achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying
this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. This game is
just an achivement game, if you buy it now with the Steam Winter sale deal then thats not a bad deal but don't buy this game
alone because its not worth it. The gameplay is okay. You just have to delete some blocks to complete the bottom lines like
teris.. has potential but offers no real incentive to keep playing. no leaderboard, no progression, even though the main mechanic
is actually fun. Can't recommend it until some of this is added.. Ez unlock 5000 Achievements 100%. Nice simple little puzzle
game. Different speed settings add a little challenge to it but it is very easy.
The achievement is a joke. Shows as unlocked but you have to start the game for it to register..
amazing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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Version 1.0.2 has been released. Please see to the list of changes::

We have added additional video settings in Main Menu/ Help & Options/ Video. Try with different settings for optimal
quality/performance. Please note that this version overrides your previous settings, so you may want to change them to
take advantage of your PC performance.

Xbox 360 pad (or compatible) has been set as primary controller. If you have more than one controller and one of them
is Xbox controller, only this one will work. If you want to play with another controller, please unplug the Xbox 360
controller.

When running the game on laptop with 2 video cards, please make sure that dedicated card is on while running the game.
You can switch on your dedicated video card in video card's driver panel.

. Steel Rats™ are out now!:

Hiya members of the Rat Pack!

Brace yourself cause gang is here and it's waiting for you!
Steel Rats™ is available right now! Discount -15% on Steam

https://store.steampowered.com/app/619700/Steel_Rats/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDw9X0BdPAI

Now you can taste by yourself how much fun is wrecking and riding.

Will you be able to save Coastal City from a Junkbot invasion? Will you make a video of the most cool actions that you've done
in the game? Or maybe you would like to know how cool would be to ride a motorbike with a wheelsaw attached to it? Or
maybe all of the above?

Let nothing stop you - We hope that you'll enjoy our game and just have fun with it!. Permanent Price Drop:
Hi Folks,

We’re happy to announce Urban Trial Freestyle on Steam is now available for only $9,99/9,99€!

We hope that this permanent price drop will allow our game to reach more players.

Don’t miss the ultimate trial game set in ultra realistic urban environments!

. Urban Trial Playground comes to Steam!:
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Hi bikers,
we have a surprise for you!

Urban Trial Playground is coming straight to PC after successful Nintendo Switch version.. Urban Trial Freestyle on
Halloween Sale!:

Bikers,
Urban Trial Freestyle is available now on ������Steam Halloween Sale ������ with a -50% discount!

Buy now!. Steel Rats - are coming to Steam on November 7th!:

Hiya Bikers!

Wanna have a taste of a game similar to Urban Trial but with a lot of combat?
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We're here to announce that our newest game is on it's way!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/619700/Steel_Rats/

Why should you even bother? ;-). Tank Royale Jim Power -The Lost Dimension Gumstein: The Awakening FrightShow
Fighter The Superlatives: Aetherfall Urban Trial Freestyle Urban Trial Playground is out now with -30% discount for
launch!:

Hi riders!
Do you crave for more motorcycles? More stunts? More tricks?
https://store.steampowered.com/app/988240/Urban_Trial_Playground/

Grab Urban Trial Playground now!. Version 1.0.1 of Urban Trial Freestyle has been released:
Corrections and improvements are listed below:
•Game performance improvements
•New Vsync options in Main Menu/ Help&Options/ Video/. To get the highest possible Vsync rates you might need to
lower the game's resolution. With some low profile PC it might be better to turn Vsync off
•Support for non-Xbox 360 game pads. Note: if your game pad has an X/D switch please choose the X position
•Units in Precise Aim stunt ("cm" instead of "m")
•Bug with some rare case of “Streets paved with gold” achievement not being unlocked
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